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Using Image Calculator to Count Double-Labelled Objects in Fiji 31 January 2017 

Reference - Image Operations: http://imagej.net/docs/guide/146-29.html#toc-Subsection-29.13 

1. Open the image called 009826_R1.tif; 

 

2. Make sure that Weighted RGB conversions is not selected in the Conversion Options (Edit – 
Options – Conversions). This correction would be appropriate if the images were acquired with a 
colour camera but in this case the images are from a monochrome camera. 

 

3. Separate the image into its component channels by going to Image – Color – Split Channels. 
Close the Blue image as there’s no data in it. 
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4. Go to Image- Adjust threshold. Select a suitable threshold method, e.g. Huang. Select Dark 
background since the objects are fluorescent. 

 

5. Click Apply. If you have Binary Options set to Black Background, then your spots will be white 
with background black. Otherwise, it will be the other way around. It doesn’t matter in this case 
which option you have selected. It will still work. 

 

6. To identify the spots that are double-labelled, we use the Image Calculator to create a new image 
which contains only the spots which are in both images using the AND Operator. You don’t need to 
select 32-bit because we are working with binary images. 
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7. Go to Process - Image Calculator; 

 

8. The Result image will only show the spots which are in both images; 

 

Note, if you wanted to know the percentage of double-labelled objects based on the total number of 
objects, you could create an additional image using the Add operation (or Or since the images are 
binary) or use the original RGB image converted to grayscale) to get a total count. 

 

9. Go to Analyze – Set Measurements to select the measurement parameters you want. In this case, 
you don’t need to select Limit to threshold because the images are binary. If you only need the 
number of objects, i.e. you don’t want any individual object measurements, then you only need to 
select Display Label. 
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10. Then go to Analyze – Analyze Particles; 
11. Select the options you want. You should select Add to Manager if you want to store the regions of 

interest in order to measure on the original image (e.g. intensity) or as a record/comparison to the 
original images. If you don’t need the results for every spot (or object), then turn off Display results 
and just select the Summarize option. Circularity can be used to exclude/include objects based on 
shape characteristics (factor of 1.0 = circle). Click OK to run the analysis. 
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12. The Summary file gives you the total number of double-labelled objects and can be opened in Excel 
or any program which supports tab-delimited or comma-separated text. 

13. The Regions of Interest can be saved as a set (ROI Set) from the ROI Manager as below; 

 

14. The Drawing file (Outlines) can be saved as a TIFF. 
15. Measurements such as intensity (gray values) can be made on the grayscale images using the 

binary image as a mask, e.g. intensity. This can be done using the Redirect option in the Set 
Measurements window. 
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16. Alternatively, the ROIs created can be loaded back onto the component red and green images for 
comparison from the ROI Manager (More – Open).  

 

17. Create a Composite image (Image – Color – Make Composite) from the original RGB Colour file. 
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18. Display the ROIs on the Composite image; 

 

19. Go to Analyze – Set Measurements and select the gray value parameters; 

 

20. Then go to More – Multi-Measure to measure all 3 slices – note that there isn’t any data in the Blue 
channel.  

21. Select Measure all 3 slices and click OK. 
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22. If you need to use a threshold, i.e. to make sure that black pixels aren’t affecting your 
measurements, then you should measure the images individually or create a stack because the 
normal thresholding doesn’t work and the Colour Threshold isn’t suitable.  

23. If you want to get intensity values for every spot, then use the RGB image to create the Mask and 
then Redirect to the individual grayscale images or grayscale stack. 
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